TRUE TRIM LAWN CARE, LLC
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Lawn & Landscape Technician.

True Trim Lawn Care, LLC. in Coldwater, MI has an opportunity for a lawn and landscape Tech who can be a team player and has great customers relation skills. This person should show great responsibility and common sense that would exceed and please our customers. I have a tech but he just applies and doesn't diagnose or quote. I would like to shed that hat and am willing to add commission to the equation. We maintain about 120 properties with treatments and mow around 220 properties and are in negotiations to purchase another company that does not offer this service so the opportunity for significant growth is there I'm just spread to thin to take advantage of it. We just purchase a new Z Spray and shopping for a new enclosed trailer so the candidate would have quality equipment. I also have many contacts for housing and may be willing to help with that for the right candidate.

Responsibilities include:
- Have or could take and pass the Michigan Chemical Pesticide Applicators Test. (3A,3B,6)
- Manage, Train, & Develop Crews – Work to maximize efficiencies and productivity. Embody leadership and hands-on training philosophies, demonstrating a strong work ethic through leading by example.

- Support of Team – Based on the needs of the team, will also assist with sales efforts, design, training, committee work, quality assurance, research, and/or documentation.
- Be Diverse-

The ideal candidate will possess the following qualifications:
- Experience in a variety of the following areas is ideal: chemical application, pest and disease identification, soil testing, irrigation, planting, large and small equipment operation, estimating, sales, and/or horticulture.
- “Fast-on-your-feet”, organized, accountable, and decisive, with the ability to juggle and manage multiple projects, multiple customers, and changing priorities. A gift for balancing the big picture with all of the details along the way.
- A lavish communicator who utilizes the most appropriate method for the message - - email, letters/memos, phone calls, face to face meetings. Bilingual Spanish is a plus.

- Love the outdoors and be weather tolerant as this is a hands-on position throughout all seasons.
- Valid driver’s license with a good driving record and the ability to lift 50+ pounds.

This is a full-time, seasonal position that will work 5-6 days in the busy season. Compensation package including hourly pay, commission on sales new accounts.

Contact Information
Alan McClellan
true trim1989@gmail.com